
“THE ADVENT OF MESSIAH”  
Part 2: “THE WHEN OF THE MESSIAH” 

GALATIANS 4 and SELECTED SCRIPTURES  
  I.  THE FULLNESS OF THE TIMES 
 A.  Paul’s analogy of the father with his son 
  1.  A son born means the potential of passing on the 
   legacy and wealth of the family 
  2.  A father wants to make sure that legacy is not 
   handed to a fool 
  3.  He gets the best guardians and tutors to train 
   the child in the laws of stewardship of the  
   father’s wealth and good name 
  4.  During his training, the child is no different  
   than a servant; he is in “bondage”, serving  
   under the rules until the time appointed by the 
   father 
  5.  When the boy’s training is complete in the eyes 
   of the father, he is adopted as the family heir 
  6.  He no longer needs the training in the   
   fundamentals he learned as a child; they are 
   internalized now and he uses the ingrained  
   principles to build even more into the legacy 
   and wealth of the family 
 B.  Paul’s use of the law as a tutor to raise the child 
  1.  Torah, translated law, means “instruction” 
  2.  It contains the fundamentals or basic principles 
   of the world needed to train one in parameters 
  3.  The Torah cannot guarantee the success of the 
   trainee; he must use the bigger principle 
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  4.  The law is for the immature; those who do not 
   practice faith: trusting God implicitly 
 C.  The time appointed by the Father 
  1.  The “fullness of time” means the completion of 
   training to the satisfaction of the Father 
  2.  Since the Father chose the time He did to bring 
   His own Son into the world, what was going on 
   that made it the “ripe” time? 
   a.  The scribes: compiled, edited and made  
    copies of the Torah, history, the  Psalms (all 
    wisdom) and the prophets 
   b.  Synagogues in every village where 10 men 
    could be found were teaching all the people 
    the word of God 
   c.  The temple had been rebuilt sans the Ark 
   d.  The priesthood was corrupted being sold to 
    the highest political bidder 
   e.  Spirituality was at a low but certain groups 
    had pumped enthusiasm for the prophesied 
    messiahs 
   f.  Lawyers and pharisees were parsing the  
    word of God publicly making more people 
    aware of the scriptures 
   g.  Purifying, separatist, messianic groups like 
    the Essenes and the followers of John the 
    Baptist were springing up l 
   h.  John the Baptist 
   i.  Messianic anticipation was high 
   j.  Rome; the demonic horde 
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